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1. Introduction 
1.1. For an affine scheme Y = Spec A, there are two important A-modules, I”;, and 
Tj?, carrying information about its deformation theory: T$ describes the infinitesimal 
deformations, and T: contains the obstructions for extending deformations of Y to 
larger base spaces (cf. [5,8, lo]). 
In case Y admits a versa1 deformation, T: is the tangent space of the versa1 base 
space S. Moreover, if J denotes the ideal defining S as a closed subscheme of the 
affine space Ti, the module (J/m11 J )* can be canonically embedded into T;, i.e. 
(T: )*-elements induce the equations defining S in T:. 
The vector spaces Ti come with a cup product T: x Tb + Tj?. The associated 
quadratic form T,! + T; describes the quadratic part of the elements of J, i.e. it can 
be used to get a better approximation of the versa1 base space S as regarding its tangent 
space only. 
1.2. In [l] we have determined the vector space Ti for affine toric varieties. The present 
paper can be regarded as its continuation - we will compute T: and the cup product. 
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These modules r; are canonically graded (induced from the character group of the 
torus). We will describe their homogeneous pieces as cohomology groups of certain 
complexes that are directly induced from the combinatorial structure of the rational, 
polyhedral cone defining our variety Y. (The paper [7] has suggested that this should 
be possible at all.) The results can be found in Section 3. 
Switching to another, quasiisomorphic complex provides a second formula for the 
vector spaces r; (cf. Section 6). We will use this particular version for describ- 
ing these spaces and the cup product in the special case of three-dimensional toric 
Gorenstein singularities (cf. Section 7). 
2. T’, T*, and the cup product (in general) 
In this section we will give a brief reminder to the well-known definitions of these 
objects. Moreover, we will use this opportunity to fix some notation. 
2.1. Let Y C @>“+I be given by equations fl, . . . , .fm, i.e. its ring of regular functions 
equals 
A = 71 with P = C[z”, . . ,z,,] 
1 = u-l > . . > .fm ). 
Then, using d : I / 2 “+I 
I 
+ A (d(J) := (at;/ &c,, . . , afi/c7zws)), the vector space T; 
equals 
TV = 
Y 
HomA(‘hz,A) 
I HomA(A”‘+‘, A) ’ 
2.2. Let 9? C P” denote the P-module of relations between the equations f,, . , fn,. It 
contains the so-called Koszul relations 90 := (fi ej - fj e’} as a submodule. 
Now, T; can be obtained as 
7’2 = Hom&.po.A) 
Y I Homp(Pm, A). 
2.3. Finally, it is well known (cf. [6, (5.1.5)]) that the cup product T’ x T’ + T* can 
be defined in the following way: 
(i) Starting with an cp E HomA(‘h’,A), we lift the images of the f, obtaining 
elements Q(J) E P. 
(ii) Given a relation Y E R, the linear combination xi r@(J) vanishes in A, i.e. it 
is contained in the ideal I C P. Denote by 3,((p) E PM any set of coefficients such that 
1 ri@(.fi) + C i.i(cp>h = 0 in P. 
i i 
(Of course, i, depends on r also.) 
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(iii) If cp,$ E Hom~(‘b,A) represent two elements of Ti, then we define for each 
relation Y E 92 
Remark. The definition of the cup product does not depend on the choices we made: 
(a) Choosing a i.‘(cp) instead of 1(cp) yields A’(q) - 2(cp) E 2, i.e. in A we obtain 
the same result. 
(b) Let @‘(J;) be different liftings to P. Then, the difference $‘(fi) - @(,fi) is 
contained in I. i.e. it can be written as some linear combination 
4’(fi> - @J(h) = c t, A. 
Hence, 
and we can define i,i(cp) := )&j(q) - xi t<jr; ( corresponding to $5 instead of 4). Then. 
we obtain for the cup product 
(Cp U $>‘(r) - (P U $1(r) = -C ri . C tij$(,fi) , 
i C 1 I 
but this expression comes from some map P” + A. 
3. T’, T2, and the cup product (for toric varieties) 
3.1. We start with fixing the usual notation when dealing with affine toric varieties (cf. 
[41 or 191): 
l Let M, N be mutually dual free Abelian groups, we denote by Mn, NR the associated 
real vector spaces obtained by base change with R. 
0 Let 0 = (a’ , . . . , u”) C NR be a rational, polyhedral cone with apex - given by its 
fundamental generators. 
0” := {r E MR 1 (a, r) 2 0} & MR is called the dual cone. It induces a partial order 
on the lattice A4 via [a 2 b iff a - b E 0” 1. 
l A := C[a” n M] denotes the semigroup algebra. It is the ring of regular functions 
of the toric variety Y = Spec A associated to c. 
l Denote by E c 0” fM4 the minimal set of generators of this semigroup (the “Hilbert 
basis”). E equals the set of all primitive (i.e. non-splittable) elements of 0” n M. 
In particular, there is a surjection of semigroups n : NE -h rf” n M, and this fact 
translates into a closed embedding Y -+ CE. 
To make the notation coherent with Section 2, assume that E = {r”, . , Y”‘} consists 
“1 Y” + 1 elements. ,C -.. 
3.2. To a fixed degree R E A4 we associate “thick facets” K,” of the dual cone 
K,! := (7 E 0” nMI (a’,r) < (a’,R)} (i = l,...,Nj. 
Lemma. 
(I) U,K,K=(~VnMj\(R+~“j. 
(2) For rach Y,S E K,! there rxists an ( E K,! such thut ! > r,s. Movcover, !f Y 
is smooth in codimmsiorz 2, the intersrctions K,R n K,! (jbr 2-f&s (a’, ai) < oj have> 
the surne property. 
Proof. Part (ij is trivial; for (ii) cf. (3.7) of [I]. 0 
intersecting these sets with EC (T” n M, we obtain the basic objects for describing 
the modules I$: 
E; := K,! n E = {r E E 1 (a’, r) < (a’, R)}, 
E; :=;,, 
i=l 
and 
_Fp := ,‘7 _Fp for faces 7 < !?. 
II’ E 1 
We obtain a complex L(ER), of free Abelian groups via 
L(ERjpx := @ L(E,Kj 
Tili 
dim r=k. 
with the usual differentials. (L(. . .) denotes the free Abelian group of integral, linear 
dependencies.) 
The most interesting part (k 5 2) can be written explicitly as 
3.3. Theorem. 
(1) T-:(-R) = H”(L(ERj; xz a=). 
(2) r;( -Rj > H’(L(EKj: %?;z C). 
(3) Morrover, if’ Y is smooth in codimmsion 2 (i.e. if‘the 2-j&es (a’,aJ) < (T are 
spunnrd by a purt of a Z-basis of’ thr luttice N j, then 
T&R) = H’(L(EXj,* xiz Cj. 
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(4) Module structure: If’x” E A (i.e. s E 0” n M), then EP-” C EF, hence L(ER)z 
C L(ER-“)z. The induced mup in cohomology corresponds to the multipliccrtion with 
.Y’ in the A-modules T,! and T:. 
The first part was shown in [l]; the formula for T’ will be proved in Section 4. 
Then, the claim concerning the module structure will become clear automatically. 
Remark. The assumption made in (3) cannot be dropped: 
Taking for Y a 2-dimensional cyclic quotient singularity given by some 2-dimensional 
cone G, there are only two different sets Ef and Et (for each R E M). In particular, 
H’(L(ER)z xz Cc) = 0. 
3.4. We want to describe the isomorphisms connecting the general F-formulas of (2. I ) 
and (2.2) with the toric ones given in (3.3). 
Y -+ C”‘+’ is given by the equations 
f;,h := z_” - z_” (a,b E N+“+’ with n(a) = n(b) in O” n M), 
and it is easier to deal with this infinite set of equations (which generates the ideal I as 
a C-vector space) instead of selecting a finite number of them in some non-canonical 
way. In particular, for tn of (2.1) and (2.2) we take 
r?z := {(a,h) E N>“+’ x N”‘+’ 1 n(a) = 71(b)}. 
The general T’-formulas mentioned in (2.1) and (2.2) remain true. 
Theorem. For CI ,jised element R E A4 let qn : L(E)c + @ represent an element of 
$CZ @ ” Ti(-R) (cji Theorem (3.3)(I)). 
.‘,z 4 A, 
p _ g’) _ H cp(a - b) . Xn(o)-R 
provides the sume element via the _formulu (2.1). 
Again, this theorem follows from the paper [l] - together with the commutative 
diagram of (4.3) in the present paper (cf. Remark (4.4)). 
Remark. A simple, but nevertheless important check shows that the map (z_” ~ eh) i--t 
cp(a - b) . r”(“)-R goes into A, indeed: Assume z(u) - R @ CT”. Then, there exists an 
index i such that (a’, n(u) - R) < 0. Denoting by “supp q” (for a q E I@) the set of 
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those Y E E providing a non-vanishing entry qr, we obtain 
supp(a-b)CsuppaUsuppbCE,F, 
i.e. &a - b) = 0. 
3.5. The P-module 9 C P” is generated by relations of two different types: 
r(a, 6; c) := ea+c,b+c _ zc eu,ir _ (a,b,c E NW’+‘; z(a) = z(b)) 
and 
s(a, b, c) := eb3’ - ea.’ + e”,’ (a, b, c E N”+‘; z(a) = z(b) = X(C)). 
(e*+ denote the standard basis vectors of P”.) 
Theorem. For a $xed element R E A4 let $! : L(Ef)@ + @ represent an element of 
C 
Ker(ei L(@) + L(ER)) 
1 
* 
Im($ f,,_,,;<,Wf nE,“> + (&E% 
~3.7 C 2 T;( -R) (cf: (3.3) (2)). 
Then, the P-linear map 
.&? 
lg0 + A, 
r(a,b;c) H 
$i(a _ b)xn(a++R .for $a) E Kp; n(a + c) > R, 
0 ,for n(a) > R or $a + c) E Uj K,!, 
s(a, b, c) H 0 
is correct dejined, and viu the formula (2.2) it induces the same element of Tf. 
l??... ‘l- -_,.,.C . ..^ .+-C__ 4,. c_,.+:,, n u _..,_., _.. ..,_ _-., ,““;l., ,.k,,,, l k, ,.,,..,.n,3trr,,r” T”L LUG PI”“’ WC 1ClGl L” 3CLLI”II Lt. IIVWGVGI, WG l‘lay CXlauy bI1bbh Lllc. C”, ,C~-L,‘C.,&> 
of the definition of the P-linear map 9/& + A: 
(i) If n(a) is contained in two different sets K,” and,Kf, then the two fundamental 
generators a’ and aJ can be connected by a sequence a’“, . . . , ails, such that 
. ails = ai, a’,j = a,i, 
l a’,-’ and ai1 are the edges of some 2-face of cr (v = 1,. . . , p), and 
l x(a) E K,’ for v = 0, . . , p. 
Hence, supp (a - b) C Et_, n E; (c = 1,. . , p), and we obtain 
$i(:(a - b) = $i,(a - b) = . . I = &,,_, (a - 6) = &(a - b). 
,..\ -. 
(II) 1 nere are three types of P-iinear reiations between the generators r(. .) and 
s(. ._) of 9: 
Our map respects them all. 
0 = gd r(a, 6; c) - r(a, 0; c + d) + v(a + c, b + c; d), 
O=r(b,c;d)-r(a,c;d)+r(a,b;d)-s(a+d,b+d,c+d)+Z_dS(a,b,c), 
0 = s(b, c, d) - s(a, c, d) + s(a, b, d) - s(a, b, c). 
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(iii) Finally, the typical element (z_” - $‘)ecd - (z_” - &)eab E .%?a equals 
-r(c, d; a) + r(c, d; 6) + r(u, b; c) - r(a, b; d) - s(a + c, b + c, a + d) 
+ s(b + c, a + d, b + d). 
It will be sent to 0, too. 
3.6. The cup product r,! x 2”: + 2”: respects the grading, i.e. it splits into pieces 
T&R) x T:(W) + T&R -S) (R,S E M). 
To describe these maps in our combinatorial language, we choose a set-theoretical 
section @ : A4 4 P”+’ of the Z-linear map 
with the additional property @(a” n M) C: Nj”‘+‘. 
Let q E L(E) C .P+l be an integral relation between the generators of the semigroup 
0” nkf. We introduce the following notation: 
l q+,q- E NW+’ denote the positive and the negative part of q, respectively. (With 
other words: q = q+ - q- and Ccql;qz = 0.) 
l q := n(q+) = c,.q,‘r” = cCq;rv = n(q-) E M. 
l If cp, $ : L(E) + Z are linear maps and R, S E M, then we define 
I,\ ._ ,,..I”\ t,,q$,R,S\y/ .- C+J’\y, i)(@(q - ti) + G(R) - q-) 
f$(q) . (P(@(4 - s> + WV - 4+ 1. 
(For an easier description in the most important special cases see the upcoming 
Proposition (3.7)) 
Theorem. Assume that Y is smooth in codimension 2. 
Let R,S E M, and let cp, $ : L(E)c -+ C be linear maps vanishing on xi L(E*f)@ and 
C, L(Ef )@, respectively. In particular, they define elements cp E Ti( -R), $ E Ti( -S) 
(which involves a slight abuse of notations). 
Then, the cup product cp U $ E T;(-R - S) is given (via (3.3)(3)) by the iinrur 
mups (cp U I( : L(Ef+‘)a, + C dejined as jbllows: 
(i) Zfq E L(,!$f+‘) (i.e. (a’,suppq) < (u’,R+S)) is an integral relation, then there 
exists a decomposition q = Ck qk such that 
~ qk E L(Ef+‘), und moreover 
~ (ai, cjk) < (a’, R + S). 
(ii) (cp u $)i(4 E L(E:+‘)) := xk tf+&?.s(qk). 
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First, we must show that the map q ++ C,, t(qk) 
l does not depend on the representation of q as a particular sum of qk’s (which implies 
linearity on ICJE~+~)), and 
l yields the same result on L(E,R+s n ER+S) for i, j corresponding to edges a’, a’ ,, 
some 2-face of 0. 
The proof of these facts (cf. (5.4)) and of the entire theorem is contained 
Section 5. 
of 
in 
Remark. Replacing all the terms Q(o) in the t’s of the previous formula for (cp u t,b)i (4) 
by arbitrary liftings from M to P+‘, the result in 7’:(-R - S) will be unchanged as 
long as we obey the following two rules: 
(i) Use always (for all q, qk, and i) the same 1iJtings of R and S to Z”‘+’ (at the 
places of Q(R) and @p(S), respectively). 
(ii) Elements of 0” n A4 always have to be lifted to N”+‘. 
Proof. Replacing Q(R) by @P(R) + d (d E L(E)) at each occurrence changes all maps 
(cp U $)i by the summand IC/(d) .q(o). However, this additional linear map comes from 
L(E)*, hence it is trivial on Ker(@iL(Ef+S) -+ L(Et’“) c L(E)). 
Let us look at the terms @(4 - R) in t(q) now: Unless 4 2 R, the factor (p(q) 
vanishes (cf. Remark (3.4)). On the other hand, the expression t(q) is never used for 
those relations q satisfying 4 > R + S (cf. conditions for the 4”‘s). Hence, we may 
assume that 
(4 - R) > 0 and, moreover, (4 - R) E UK,!. 
Now, each two liftings of (4 - R) to tVLVt’ differ by an element of Ker$ only (ap- 
ply the method of Remark (3.4) again), in particular, they cause the same result for 
3.7. Proposition. In the special case qf’R > S > 0 Eve cun choose 
> 0 in II”‘+‘. Then, there exists an eusier description _fkw t(q): 
(i) Unless 4 > R, we have t(q) = 0. 
(ii) 1~ case of’ 4 2 R we may assume that q+ > Q(R) is 
lijtings Q(R) 2 Q(S) 
true in FU”+‘, (The 
general q’s are d@erences of those ones.) Then, t can be computed as the product 
t(4) = q(qM(4). 
Proof. (i) As used many times, the property 4 E U, Ef implies q(g) = 0. Now, we 
can distinguish between two cases: 
Case 1: cj E IJ, &‘. We obtain t,b(q) = 0, in particular, both summands of t(q) 
vanish. 
Case 2: ? > S. Then, 4 - S, S E 0” nM, and @ lifts these elements to N”+‘. Now, 
the condition 4 E IJj Ef implies that q(@(q - S) + Q(S) - y’) = 0. 
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(ii) We can choose @(q-R) := qf - Q(R) and @(4 - S) := q+ - Q(S). Then, the 
claim follows straightforward. 0 
4. Proof of the T2-formula 
4.1. We will use the sheaf CL’;, = s2,ilC of Klhler differentials for computing the modules 
T;.. The maps 
ci; : Ext; c7‘ Ext;(@, A)” T; (i = 132) 
are injective. Moreover, they are isomorphisms for 
l i = 1, since Y is normal, and for 
l i = 2. if Y is smooth in codimension 2. 
4.2. As in [1], we build a special A-free resolution (one step further now) 
With L2(E) := L(L(E)), L3(E) := L(L2(E)), and 
supp2< := u suppq (ir E &9)> supp%O := u supp2s (CO E L3(E)). 
qEsupp i ,ieupp l,J 
the A-modules involved in this resolution are defined as follows: 
.# := @A . B(r), ‘6 := a3 A . C(q; 4, 
qEL(E) 
/WPP 4 
and 
03 A Wq; d, t?) 
4EUE) 
‘llf>SUPPY 
cE3 A..K;I~,,LL”) 
iEL2(E) 
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(B, C, D, and E are just symbols). The differentials equal 
ds : B(r) t-+ dx” ; 
dc : C(q; d) ++ c q,+ B(r); 
rtE 
u’o : D(q; f, II) H C(q; q) - x7-’ cyq; e), 
do : D(i”; Y> ++ c tq C(q; VI); 
qEL(E) 
and 
& : E(q; f, }I> P> H D(q; YI, P) - D(q; f, PL) +x’-” D(q; t, vl), 
& : EC& ccl> H DC& P) - x ‘-’ D(t; II) - c tq D(q; v,P>, 
qEL(E) 
dE : E(w; p) ++ c WC DC<; P). 
<EL'(E) 
Looking at these maps, we see that the complex is M-graded: The degree of each 
of the elements B, C, D, or E can be obtained by taking the last of its parameters 
(Y, /, q, or p, respectively). 
Remark. If one preferred a resolution with free A-modules of finite rank (as it was 
used in [l]), the following replacements would be necessary: 
(i) Define succesively F CL(E), G 5 L(F) C L2(E), and H CL(G) &L2(F) C L3(E) 
as the finite sets of normalized, minimal relations between elements of E, F, or G, 
respectively. Then, use them instead of L’(E) (i = 1,2,3). 
(ii) Let /, q, and p run through finite systems generating (via the (a” n M)-action) 
all possible elements meeting the desired inequalities. 
The disadvantages of this treatment are a more complicated description of the reso- 
lution, on the one hand, and difficulties to obtain the commutative diagram (4.3), on 
the other hand. 
4.3. Combining the two exact sequences 
we get a complex (not exact at the place of A”) involving 0:. In the following 
commutative diagram, we will compare this complex with the previous resolution of 
-Q: I tors (s21) ’ 
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Let us explain the three labeled vertical maps: 
(B) pa : dz, H B(r) is an isomorphism between two free A-modules of rank w + I. 
(C) pc : eah H C(a - b; ~(a)). In particular, the image of this map is spanned by 
those C(q, /) meeting L > 4 (which is stronger than just e > supp q). 
(D) Finally, pi arises as pull back of pc to gil_g. It can be described by ~(a, b; c) h 
D(a - b; E(U), rc(a + c)) and .~(a, b, c) H Q[; n(a)) (5 denotes the relation c” = [(b - c) 
- (a - C) + (a - b) = 01). 
Remark. Starting with the typical &element mentioned in (3S)(iii), the previous 
description of the map pi yields 0 (even in 5’). 
4.4. By (4.1) we get the A-modules Tb by computing the cohomology of the complex 
dual to that of (4.2). 
As in [l], denote by G one of the capital letters B, C, D, or E. Then, an element 
$ of the dual free module (@, C[ti n M] G)* can be described by giving elements 
g(x) E @[ci n M] to be the images of the generators G (y stands for b, c, d, or e, 
respectively). 
For $ to be homogeneous of degree -R E M, g(x) has to be a monomial of degree 
deg q(x) = -R + deg G. 
In particular, the corresponding complex coefficient g E C (i.e. g(x) = g . xpRAdeg (;) 
admits the property that 
y # 0 implies 
Remark. Using this 
-R+degG>O (i.e. -R+degGEci). 
notation, Theorem (3.3) ( I ) was proved in [I ] by showing that 
\* 
cPH[..., 44; 0 := cp(q),...l 
is an isomorphism of vector spaces. 
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Moreover, looking at the diagram of (4.3), eah E A” maps to both z” -$’ tr,ilz and 
C(a - b; n(a)) E %T’. In particular, we can verify Theorem (3.4): Each q : L(E)@ -+ C 
induces the same element of rr! as its associated A-linear map 
4.5. For computing T$R), the interesting part of the dualized complex (4.2)* in 
degree -R equals the complex of @-vector spaces 
with coordinates c, d, and e, respectively: 
%zR = {c(q; 8) 1 c(q; /) = 0 for / - R $ ti}, 
d(& q)= 0 for q - R $4 c?}, 
g-*R = {ie(% e, vy ti), e(t; % PL)? e(w; 1111 I each coordinate vanishes for p - R $ ti}. 
The differentials d; and di can be described by 
4q; L, Y) = ctq; q) - 4q; 4, 
d(t; II) = c tq .c(q; ~1, 
qEW) 
and 
4q; (, Y, P> = 4q; ‘I. iu) - 4s f, PL) + 4q; f, vl), 
Denote V := Kerd* C 9* E- -R and W := Imdg C V, i.e. 
v = {Id(q; 8, tl); d(5; r/)1 I q E L(E), v > L > suppq in M; 
i’ E L2(E), rj > supp*<; 
d(q; e, q) = d( 5; II) = 0 for 9 - R $ 6, 
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W = { [d(q; tf, 9); d(5; q)] ) there are c(q; e)‘s with c(q, z?) = 0 for P - R $I 6, 
d(q; f, il) = 44; ?) - 4% /)> 
d(5; YI) = C& .4% I?)). 
By construction, we obtain 
(which is an isomorphism, if Y is smooth in codimension 2). 
4.6. Let us define the much easier vector spaces 
VI := {[x&,~~~~“,,] 1 xi(q) = xi(q) for l (a’,.j) < CJ is a 2-face and 
.q E L(EP r-E;), 
4 E L2(@) implies cg& Xi(q) = 0) and 
WI := [x(q)!qC” &CR)) ’ , 
] / i” E L (lJiL(Ef)) implies C,I$ .x(q) = 0 }. 
Lemma. The linear map VI -+ V defined by 
x;(q) 
d(q; d, r/) := 
for 8 E K,!, q > R, 
0 forL>RorqEUjKf; 
d(& ye) := 0 
induces an injective map 
vI I w, -V/w. 
If Y is smooth in codimension 2, it will be an isomorphism. 
Proof. ( 1) The map VI + V is correct de$ned: On the one hand, an argument as 
used in (3.5)(i) shows that / E K,! n K,! would imply Xi(q) = Xj(q). On the other 
hand, the image of [xi(q)lqELCE;) meets all conditions in the definition of V. 
(2) WI maps to W (take c(q, L) := x(q) for k 2 R and c(q,/) := 0 otherwise). 
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(3) The map between the two factor spaces is injmive: Assume for [Xi(q)lqEl,(Ef) 
that there exist elements c(q,d), such that 
c(q; /) = 0 for rf E UK,R, 
xi(q) = c(q; 7) - c(q; L) for rl > P, P E K>R, q > R, 
O=c(q;q)-c(q;/) for v>G and />RoruEUKF 
i I 
and 
0 = Cc, . c(q; yI) for q > supp’c. 
Y 
In particular, x;(q) does not depend on i, and these elements have the property 
C& .x.(q) = 0 for ir E L lJL(E, ) . i R‘i 
(4) If Y is smooth in codimension 2, the map is surjwtivr: 
Given an element [d(q; P,q), d(<; q)] E V, there exist complex numbers c(q; y) such 
that: 
(i) d(<; r?) = C,s’, .c(q; ~1, 
(ii) c(q; q) = 0 for q $ R + o” (i.e. ye E U, Kf). 
(Do this separately for each yi and distinguish between the cases q E R + o” and 
rj @R+o”.) 
In particular, [c(q; q) - c(q; k), d({; q)] E W. Hence, we have seen that we may 
assume that d(t; q) = 0. 
Let us choose some sufficiently high degree C* > E. Then, 
x,(q) := d(q; e, ul) - d(q; r*, YI) 
(with / E Kf, / 2 suppq (cf. Lemma (3.2)(2)), and q > f,d*,R) defines some 
preimage: 
(i) It is independent from the choice of q: Using a different ye’ generates the dif- 
ference d(q; rf, $) - d(q; ~1, y’). 
(ii) It is independent from ci E Ki R: Choosing another 6’ E K,! with C’ > G would 
add the summand d(q; P, /‘), which is 0; for the general case use Lemma (3.2)(2). 
(iii) If (a’, aj) < 0 is a 2-face with suppq C L(EF)nL(Ef), then by Lemma (3.2)(2) 
we can choose an 8 E K,” n Kf achieving xi(q) = xi(q). 
(iv) For < E L*(Ef) we have 
4 q 
and this gives the corresponding relation for the x;(q)‘s. 
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(v) Finally, if we apply to [x,(q)] E VI the linear map VI + V, the result differs 
from [d(q; F, f~), 0] E V by the W-element built from 
4q; d, v) - d(q; C*, y) if / 2 R, 
c(q; /) := 
0 otherwise. 0 
4.7. Now, it is easy to complete the proofs for Theorem (3.3)(2) and (3) and Theorem 
(3.5). 
First, for a tuple [xi(q)lqELcE;), the condition, 
< E L2(E,f) implies C & .x;(q) = 0 
is equivalent to the fact that the components Xi(q) are induced by elements x; E L(Ef)E. 
The other condition for elements of VI just says that for 2-faces (a’, ai) < CT there is 
X, = ,yi on L(E,F n Er)@ = L(Ef)c n L(E~)c. In particular, we obtain 
V, = Ker 
i 
@L(Ef)E --) @ L(Ef ftEJ?)z 
I (U’,U’) <cl 
In the same way we get 
and our T’-formula is proven. 
Finally, if $, : L(Ef )c + C are linear maps defining an element of VI, they induce 
the following A-linear map on 9 (even on Imdn): 
Now, looking at the diagram of (4.3), this translates exactly into the claim of Theorem 
(3.5). 
5. Proof of the cup product formula 
5.1. Fix an R E M, and let cp E L(E): represent an element (also denoted by q) of 
Tb(-R). Using the notation of (2.3), (3.4), and (3.6) we can take 
for the auxiliary P-elements needed to compute the A(cp)‘s (cf. Theorem (3.4)). 
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Now, we have to distinguish between the two several types of relations generating 
the P-module 9? CPM: 
(r) Regarding the relation r(a, 6; c) we obtain 
= cp(u _ 6) . @Ma++R) _ Z~+@(4+R)) 
= da - 6) ’ f~(n(a+c)-R),c+cp(n(a)-R). 
In particular, 
lb$-b;“‘((p) = 
cp(a - b) for [a, fl] = [c + @(n(u) - R), @(n(u + c) - R)], 
o 
otherwise. 
(s) The corresponding result for the relation ~(a, b, c) is much nicer: 
= [cp(b - c) - q(u - c) + cp(u - b)] . g’P(n(a)-R) 
= 0. 
In particular, Jz~(~,~,~)((~) = 0.
5.2. Now, let R, S, cp, and $ as in the assumption of Theorem (3.6). Using formula 
(2.3)(iii), our previous computations yield (cp u $)(~(a, b, c)) = 0 and 
(cp u $>(r(a, k c)> 
%B %P 
= cp(u - b) . $(c + @(n(u) - R) - @(~(a + c) - R)) .x~(~+@‘(~@-~))-~ 
+ $(a - b) cp(c + @(n(u) - S) - @(~(a + c) - S)) x’@‘+@(=(+~))-~ 
= [cp(u - b) . J/(c + @($a) - R) - @(@a + c) - R)) 
+ $(a - b) cp(c + @(n(u) - S) - @(n(u + c) - S))] . Xn(a+c)-R-S. 
Remark. Unless $a + c) 2 R + S, both summand in the brackets will vanish. For 
instance, on the one hand, rc(u) E Ui K,! would cause &a - b) = 0, and, on the other 
hand, n(u) - R > 0 and 7c(c + @(rc(u) - R)) E tJi K;’ imply that $(c + @(rc(a) - R) - 
@(n(a + c) - R)) = 0. 
To apply Theorem (3.5) we would like to remove the argument c from the big coeffi- 
cient. This will be done by adding a suitable coboundary T. 
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5.3. Let us start with defining for (a, B) E m 
t(a, P) := cp(a - B) . t4@(4~> - RI + Q(R) - B> 
+ $(a - B> q(@(7c(a) - S) + G(S) - CI). 
(This expression is related to &,$,R,s from (3.6) by t(q) = t(q+,q-).) 
Lemma. Let ~,/l,y E NE with n(a) = x(/3) = n(y). 
(1) t(%B) = t(r - P) as long us 7x(a) E u;K,F+? 
(2) t(P,y) - t(r,y) + t(a,B) = 0. 
Proof. (1) It is enough to show that t(cc + r, fi + r) = t(a, fl) for r E NE, ~(2 + r) E 
UiKi ’ R+S But the difference of these two terms has exactly the shape of the coefficient 
of x’(~+~)-~-~ in (5.2). In particular, the argument given in the previous remark applies 
again. 
(2) By extending cp and $ to linear maps CE + @, we obtain 
4x3 B) = [cp(u - PM (@(n(a) - R) + Q(R)) + $(x - 8) (P(@(~(N) - S) + Q(S))1 
Now, since n(a) = rc(fl) = n(r), both types of summands add up 
t(B, 7) - t(& Y) + t(a, B). 0 
Remark. The previous lemma does not imply that t(q) is Z-linear in 
for rc(a) made in ( 1) is really essential. 
Now, we obtain a P-linear map T E Hom(P”,A) by 
T : e”fl H 
i 
t(a, fl)xX(Z)-R-S for n(a) 1 R + S, 
0 otherwise. 
Pulling back T to A! CPM yields (in case of rt(u + c) > R + S) 
to 0 separately in 
q. The assumption 
T(v(u, b; c)) = 
[t(a + C, b + c) - t(a, b)] . x’(~‘+“)-~-~ for z(a) > R + S, 
t(u + c, b + c) . .x~(‘+~)-~-~ otherwise, 
-(cp U ti>(rta, b;cl> for rt(u) 2 R + S. 
= 
t(u, b)x 
n(a+c)-R--S 
- (cp U $)(r(u, b; c)) otherwise 
and T(s(a, 6, c)) = 0 (by (2) of the previous lemma). 
On the other hand, T yields a trivial element of Tj?-R - S), i.e. inside this group 
we may replace cp U $ by (q? U $) + T to obtain 
x~(“+~)-~-~ for n(u) E ui K,F+“; n(u + c) > R + S, 
otherwise, 
(cp u $>(s(a,b,c)) =0. 
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Having Theorem (3.5) in mind, this formula for cp U I/ is exactly what we were 
looking for: 
Given an ~(a, b;c) with n(a) E K, R+S, let us compute (40 U lj)i (q := a -h) following 
the recipe of (i), (ii) of Theorem (3.6): We do not need to split q = a - b into a sum 
q = Ck qk - the element q itself already satisfies the condition 
(a’, 4) 5 (a’, I-C(U)) -=c (a’, R + S). 
In particular, with (cp U $), (a - b) = t(u - 6) = t(a,b) we obtain the right result ~ if 
the recipe is assumed to be correct. 
5.4. We will fill this remaining gap now, i.e. we will show that 
(a) each q E L(EF’“) admits a decomposition q = Ck qk with the desired properties, 
(b) ‘& qk = 0 (with @ E Kf+‘) implies xk t(qk ) = 0, and 
(c) for adjacent a’, uj the relations q E L(EIR+’ n Ef+‘) admit a decomposition 
q = Ck qk that works for both i and j. 
(In particular, this answers the questions raised right after stating the theorem in 
(3.6)) 
Let us fix an element i E {l,..., N}. Since o-” n A4 contains elements Y with 
(a’, 7) = 1, some of them must be contained in the generating set E, too. We choose 
one of these elements and call it r(i). 
Now, to each r E E we associate some relation p(u) E L(E) via 
p(r) :== e” - (a’,~) erci) + [suitable element of ZE”(o’)l]. 
The two essential properties of these special relations are 
(i) (a’, p(r)) = (a’, Y), and 
(ii) if q E L(E) is any relation, then q and CrEE. q,. . p(u) differ by some element 
of L(E f’ (u’)~) only. 
In particular, this proves (a). For (b) we start with the following: 
Claim. Let q” E L(E) be rehtions suclz thut c/, (a’, 4’) < (a’, R + S). Then, zk t(q’ ) 
= t(C, qk ). 
Proof. We can restrict ourselves to the case of two summands, q’ and q*. Then, by 
Lemma 5.3, 
t(q’ > + t(q2 > = t((4’ I+? (4’ I- If aI2 I+> cl* >- > 
=4(d)+ (q*)+Aq’)- +(q*)+)+t((q*)+ +(q’)-&*)- +(q’)-) 
= t&7’ >+  (q2 >+3 (s2 I- + (4’ I- 1 
= t(q’ + q2). 0 
In particular, if Ck qk = 0 (with @ E K,F+‘), then this applies for the special 
decompositions 
qk = c q; . p(r) + q”J (qOJ E L(E n (ay)) 
of the summands q’: themselves. We obtain 
C41(.t(p(r))+t(q”,~)=t (E;f&)+“*) =:t(P) 
Yl >o 
and 
C 4: fMr>) = f C d p(r) =: t(92,k). 
c/f <o i 1 41 <o 
Up to elements of En (o’)~, the relations q’-k and q’.k are connected by the common 
(ql.b)- = _q,!;;j ,w = (&jy ,rw = q;;fj . e”” = (q2.k)+. 
Hence, Lemma (5.3) yields 
C q: t (p(r)) + t(qO,k) = t(q’*k) + t(q2-k) = t (q’,k + q2,k) = t(qk). 
and we conclude 
C t(qk > = C C qIr .f (p(r)) + t(q’*k > 
I, c k I ) 
=G 1 4: t(p(r))+t Cq”.” ( ) (cf. previous claim) I k k 
=0+ t Cqk - Cq$ p(r) 
h k, r 
= 0. 
Finally, only (c) is left. Let ui, a.’ be two adjacent edges of G. We adapt the construction 
of the elementary relations p(r). Instead of the r(i)‘s, we will use elements r(i,j) E E 
characterized by the property 
(a’,r(i,j)) = 1, (a’, r(i, j)) = 0. 
(Those elements exist, since Y is assumed to be smooth in codimension 2.) 
Now. we define 
p(r) I-_ e” - (a’,~) e”‘J) - (al,?*) . &.i’i) + [suitable element of ~En(o’)L”(u’)L], 
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These special p(r)‘s meet the usual properties (i) and (ii) - but for the two different 
indices i and j at the same time. In particular, if q E L(E) is any relation, then q and 
CrEEqr p(r) differ by some element of L(E n (a’)’ f? (aj)l) only. 
6. An alternative to the complex L(ER). 
6.1. Let R E A4 be fixed for the whole Section 6. The complex L(ER). introduced in 
(3.2) fits naturally into the exact sequence 
0 i L(ER). ---t (P”). + span(ER). ---t 0 
of complexes built in the same way as f(ER)., i.e. 
(Zs”)_k := @ zE” and span(E’)_k := @ span(Ef). 
i<(i 
dim r=k 
T<d 
dim r=k 
Lemma. The complex (ZE” ). is exact. 
Proof. The complex (Z’“). can be decomposed into a direct sum 
(Z?. = @ (ZE”)(r). 
GM 
showing the contribution of each Y E M. The complexes occurring as summands are 
defined as 
(zER)(r)_k := @ 
Z = Zlr) for r E Ef 
z<(i 
0 
otherwise 
dim r=k 
ZZ Z#{T 1 dim r=k; F-G:} 
Denote by H+ the half-space 
H+ := {u E NR 1 (a,r) < (a,R)} 2 NR. 
Then, for r # 0, the fact that Y E Ef is equivalent to r \ (0) C H+. On the other hand, 
r E Et corresponds to the condition 0 n Hi # 0. 
In particular, (Zs”)(y),, shifted by one place, equals the complex for computing the 
reduced homolgy of the topological space U {r / z\(O) C Hf } C: D cut by some affine 
hyperplane. Since this space is contractable, the complex is exact. 0 
Corollary. The complexes L(ER),* und span(ER)z [l] are quasiisomorphic. In purtic- 
ulur, under the usual assumptions (cf: Theorem (3.3)), we obtain 
Ti(-R) = H’(span(ER)z C%.H C). 
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6.2. We define the R-vector spaces 
for (a’,R) 5 0, 
VP := span,(EF) = :a’ = O] CM, for (a’,@ = 1, 
Mn = IF!” for (a’.!?) 2 2 
(i = l,...,N), 
and 
V,” := n VF > span,(Ef) (for faces r < a). 
a’E: 
Proposition. With “IL: := $ d,;~T~k VP we obtain (I con~plex f’;” > span,(ER).. 
Morrow, f Y is smooth in codimmsion k, then both complexes ure eyuul ut > (-k). 
Proof. VP = span,(Ec) is true for smooth cones r < 0 (cf. (3.7) of [l]). [7 
Corollary. ( 1) IJ’ Y is smooth in codimension 2, then T:( -R) = H’ (( Y .” )* x w C). 
(2) l/’ Y is smooth in codimension 3, then T;(-R) = H’(( Yi”)* :& C). 
The formula ( 1) for rb (with a more boring proof) was already obtained in (4.4 ) 
of [I]. 
7. 3-dimensional Gorenstein singularities 
7.1. We want to apply the previous results for the special case of an isolated. 
3-dimensional, toric Gorenstein singularity. We start with fixing the notation. 
Let Q = conv(a’,. ,u”) C R* be a lattice polygon with primitive edges 
L/i := &+I ._ a’ E Z2. 
Embedding R’ as the affine hyperplane [as = l] into NR := I’@, we can define the 
cone 
0 := Cone(Q) C NR. 
The fundamental generators of cr equal the vectors (a’, l).. ,(a’, I ), which we will 
also denote by a’, , aN, respectively. 
The vector space Mn contains a special element R* := [O,O; 11: 
l (0, R*) = 1 defines the atTine hyperplane containing Q, 
. (.,R*) =0 d escribes the vector space containing the edges u” of Q. 
The structure of the dual cone 0” can be described as follows: 
l [c; ~1 E MR is contained in cI”, iff (Q, -c) 5 ye. 
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l [c; y] E 80” iff there exists some i with (a’, -c) = y. 
a The set E contains R*. However, E\(R*} C i%“. 
Remark. The toric variety Y built by the cone CJ is 3-dimensional, Gorenstein, and 
regular outside its O-dimensional orbit. Moreover, all those singularities can be obtained 
that way. 
7.2. Let V denote the (N ~ 2)-dimensional R-vector space 
V:={Q I,..., h)~~c;d’=o}LR”. 
The non-negative tuples among the z E V describe the set of Minkowski summands 
Qt of positive multiples of the polygon Q. (ti is the scalar by which d’ has to be 
multiplied to get the ith edge of Q,.) 
We consider the bilinear map 
VX[WEL[W 
0 if c = 0 (i.e. [c; ~1 = R*), 
t, [c; ~1 E E H 
i-l 
C t, (8, -c) if (a’, -c) = n. 
r=l 
Assuming both u’ and the associated vertices of all Minkowski summands Ql to coin- 
cide with 0 E R2, the map y detects the maximal values of the linear functions c on 
these summands 
Y(L, [c; ~1) = Max ((0, -c) 1 a E Q&. 
In particular, Y(l, [c; q]) = q, i.e. Y induces a map 
y : vR. 1 x a&(E) + [w. _ 
The results of [2] and [ 1 l] imply that Y provides an isomorphism 
In particular, dim ri! = N - 3. 
7.3. Let R E M. Combining the general results of Section 6 with the fact 
n vp = Ker [@ I i 
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we obtain the handsome formula 
Tj. is concentrated in the degree -R*. Hence, for computing Tj?. the degrees -kR* 
(k 2 2) are the most interesting (but not only) ones. In this special case, the vector 
spaces V:‘“* equal MR, i.e. 
C [“fC, R*]*=span,(d’,...,d”)LNF. 
Proposition. For c E [w2 denote by 
d(c):=Max((a’,c)li= l,..., N)-Min((a’,c)/i= I ,.... N) 
the diameter oj’Q in c-direction, If 
kl :=cE2yo d(c) and k2 := ‘y$Max [d(c),d(c’)], 
~1 
lin. indcpt. 
then 
dim T;(-kR*) = 2 for 2 5 k 5 k,, 
dimT;(-kR*)=l fbrk,+1<k<k2, 
UMl 
dim T$(-kR*) = 0 for k2 + 1 5 k. 
Proof. We have to determine the dimension of span,(n, EfR* ),,& . R* _ Computing 
modulo R* simply means to forget the y in [c; ~1 E M. Hence, we are done by the 
following observation for each c E Z*\O: 
311 E z : [c, rll E np* +Hr&Z:(k-l)R*>[c;q]>O 
* d(c) 5 k - 1. 3 
Corollary. Unless Y = C3 or Y = cone over P’ x PI, \r’e haw 
T:(-2R*) = span,(d’,...,d’), 
i.e. dim Ts(-2R*) = 2 
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7.4. Proposition. Using hoth the isomorphisrn Vc @ 1 1 T,! and thr injection 
I 
T;(-2R*) pi span&d’....,d”), thr cup product T: x ?j + Ti rqfm1.s fhe hilincur 
map 
+ spanC(d’,...,dN) 
&t-C s; t, d’. 
Proof. Step 1: To apply Theorem 3.6 we will combine the isomorphisms for T: pre- 
sented in Section 6 and (7.3). Actually, we will describe the dual map by associating 
to each r E M an element [q’(r), . . . ~ q”(r)] E $, L(EfR* ). 
First, for every i = 1,. . , N, we have to write I’ E M = (span EfR* ) f’ (span Eff; ) as 
a linear combination of elements from EfR* n E,‘+“;. This set contains a Z-basis for A4 
consisting of 
0 ri := primitive element of 0” n (a’)’ n (a’+‘)‘, 
l R*, and 
l r(i) := r(i,i + 1) (cf. notation at the end of (5.4)) i.e. (a’,r(i)) = I and (a’+‘. 
r(i)) = 0. 
In particular, we can write 
V = y$“) . Y’ + (a’+’ ,r) ‘R* +((a’,~$ - (a’+‘,++) 
with some integer g’(r) E Z. 
Now, we have to apply the differential in the complex (ZE”“ )., i.e. we map the 
previous expression via the map 
The result is (for every i) the element of L(E;R*) 
&).)e” - yi-’ (+“-’ + (af _ a’-‘,r.) &” ~ @-I _ a’,r) &-I) 
+ +‘+ _ a’,r) eR* = (d’,r) . (eR* _ ,‘fi) ) + [(a’)l-summands] =: q’(r). 
Step 2: Defining 
ql := eR* ~ &i) + [(a’)‘-summands] E L(EfR*) (i = I,. . , N), 
we use Theorem 3.6 and Proposition 3.7 to obtain 
(s U r); (q+)) = (d’,rj . t I . _ ‘l’(J..)Y’(,,.),R’.R*(ql) = yu(s7 4’) . yv(t, 49. 
To compute those two factors, we take a closer look at the q”s. Let 
q’ = eR* _ et-(‘) + c ;-f, &” :)I’ I, 
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and the sum is taken over those v’s meeting the condition (a’, -c’) = @‘. Then, by 
definition of Y in (7.2), 
(;+I)-1 
v/(x. 4;) = c s, (d’, r(i)) - c 2;. . 
/=I L 
On the other hand, we know that qi is a relation, i.e. the equation 
R* - r(i) + c i:>[c’; q“] = 0 
is true in M. Hence, 
1 i-l 
Y(S,q’) = CS.j(d’.r(i)) - CSj(d’,r(i)) 
/-I .I= 1 
= s, (d’,r(i)) 
- 
= -s,. u 
Ti. C Cy is the tangent space of the versa1 base space S of our singularity Y. It is 
given by the linear equation Ci t, . d’ = 0. 
On the other hand, the cup product Ti x T: + Tj? shows the quadratic part of the 
equations defining S & CN. By the previous proposition, it equals xi tf d’. 
These facts suggest the form of all equations of S 2 C”. In [3] we have, indeed, 
shown that S is given by the equations 
.& t, . d’ = 0 (k 2 1). 
ITI 
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